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Unit / Concept Sub Unit / Concepts Objectives Method and Evaluation Activities

10 Standard Total Period - 27

Political Science

Chapter 1

Problems of India and

Remedies 1. Communalism - To understand the post - Elicit and explain the social and - Prepare the pictonial charts

2. Regionalism independent problems of India economic problems of India through of social and economic

3. Illiteracy and the measures to overcome examples. problems of India.

4. Economic Inequality those problems.

5. Over Population - To understand their role and- To discuss as to how these problems are- Organise debate to discuss

6. Poverty responsibilities in solving a hindrance to the social and economic the factors which contribute

7. Profiteering such problems. backwardness of India. to the progress of the

8. Smuggling - To list out the role of the students in country.

9. Corruption solving such problems.

Chapter 2

India's Foreign Policy 1. Foreign Policy - Meaning - To understand the Principles - Explain the foreign policy of India - To list the Principles of

2. Panchasheel - Principles of Indian foreign Policy. with examples. panchasheel.

3. Non - Alignment - To understand as to how - Explain the Principles of Panchasheel.

4. Opposition to Colonialism Indias foreign policy is

5. Opposition to Racism contributing to establish

6. Disarmament world peace.

7. Regional Co-operation

a. Commonwealth

b. SAARC

c. European Union

d. ASEAN

e. OAU
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Chapter 3

India's Relationship

with Other Countries 1. India - Pakistan - To know about and to feel - Narrate India's relationship - To collect the information

2. India - China proud of India's policy with other countries taking the about India's relationship

3. India - Nepal of settling disputes with reference of news items from with other countries and to

4. India - Bangladesh neighbouring countries in a Newspapers, Periodicals and also exhibit it an the bulletin

5. India - Srilanka peaceful manner and pictures. board.

6. India - U.S.A. following the policy of - Form questions and elicit answers. - Arrange lectures an the

7. India - Russia peaceful co-existence. topic by experts.

Chapter 4

World Problems

and India's Role 1. Denial of Human Rights - To understand as to how - Explain the world problems i.e. - Collect information about

2. Race of Armaments the present problems are denial of Human Rights, Race of the present problems facing

3. Economic Inequality obstacles to the peace. armaments, economic inequality and the world.

4. Racism (Aparthied) - Progress and development social discrimination through examples.

5. Terrorism of the world.

6. India's Role in Overcoming - Narrate the role of India in overcoming - Discuss the role of India in

these Problems these problems. solving these problems.

Chapter 5

World Organizations 1. U.N. - establishment - To understand the - Explain the effects of the Second - Prepare a chart of the

2. Aims and Objectives establishment and objectives World War and in the light of that building, flar, organs and

3. Organs - Functions of U.N. explain the establishment, objectives functions of U.N. and

4. Achivements and achivements of U.N. exhabit it on the  bulletin

5. Agencies of U.N. - To know the achivements and - Questions may be asked on these board.

a. FAO failures of U.N. subunits.
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b. WHO

c. UNESCO - To know and appreciate the - Narrate the organs, ogencies of U.N. - Arrange debate on the

d. UNICEF functions and achivement and their functions through the charts. achivement and failures

e. IMF of the agencies of U.N. in of U.N.

f. IBRD the social and economic

g. ILO Progress of the World.

h. UNCTAD

i.  WTO

- Composition, Objectives,

Members, Head quarters and

achievement of the agencies of U.N.

6. Regional Co-operation

a. Common Wealth - To Understand the Role of the - Name of the regional co-operative - Arrange a lecture on the

b. SAARC regional organisations to the bodies of the world and explain their functions and achivement of

c. European Union economic and social progress objectives and functions. regional bodies by inviting

d. ASEAN of the world. - Questions may be framed and asked. experts.

e. OAU


